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Staff Presentation:Staff Presentation:
LCFS Tracking and LCFS Tracking and 
Reporting SystemReporting System
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Presentation OverviewPresentation Overview

US EPA Renewable Identification US EPA Renewable Identification 
Number (RIN)Number (RIN)

UK Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation UK Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation 
Reporting SystemReporting System

A Combined Tracking and Reporting A Combined Tracking and Reporting 
System for LCFSSystem for LCFS

Examples and DiscussionsExamples and Discussions
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U.S. EPA Renewable U.S. EPA Renewable 
Identification Number (RIN)Identification Number (RIN)
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RIN is a 38RIN is a 38--character numeric code character numeric code 
generated by producers/importers generated by producers/importers 

K = RIN assignment code (1=assigned, 2=unassigned)
YYYY = Year batch is produced/imported (when it leaves the facility)
CCCC = Company registration ID
FFFFF = Facility registration ID
BBBBB = Producer assigned batch number
RR = Equivalence Value for the renewable fuel
D = Renewable type code (1=cellulosic; 2=non-cellulosic)
SSSSSSSS = RIN Block Starting Number
EEEEEEEE = RIN Block Ending Number

Form of RINForm of RIN

KYYYYCCCCFFFFFBBBBBRRDSSSSSSSSEEEEEEEE
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Equivalence ValuesEquivalence Values

Indicates how many gallonIndicates how many gallon--RINsRINs can be can be 
generated for each gallon of renewable fuelgenerated for each gallon of renewable fuel

Determined based on volumetric energy Determined based on volumetric energy 
content in comparison to ethanolcontent in comparison to ethanol

Cellulosic Cellulosic biomass ethanol is an exceptionbiomass ethanol is an exception
1 gallon of cellulosic ethanol = 2.5 gallon1 gallon of cellulosic ethanol = 2.5 gallon--RINsRINs, , 
according to the Energy Policy Act of 2005 according to the Energy Policy Act of 2005 
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Equivalence ValuesEquivalence Values

1.01.0Renewable crudeRenewable crude--based fuelsbased fuels

1.31.3ButanolButanol

1.71.7NonNon--ester renewable diesel and ester renewable diesel and hydrotreatedhydrotreated
renewable crudesrenewable crudes

1.51.5Biodiesel (mono alkyl ester)Biodiesel (mono alkyl ester)

1.01.0Ethanol from corn, starches, or sugarEthanol from corn, starches, or sugar

2.52.5Cellulosic biomass ethanol or wasteCellulosic biomass ethanol or waste--derived derived 
ethanol ethanol 

Equivalence ValueEquivalence ValueRenewable FuelRenewable Fuel

EPA provides a process for calculating Equivalence EPA provides a process for calculating Equivalence 
Values for other renewable fuelsValues for other renewable fuels
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Product Transfer Document (PTD)Product Transfer Document (PTD)

Required when ownership of a renewable fuel is Required when ownership of a renewable fuel is 
transferred to another partytransferred to another party

May be in any form (e.g. invoice) that evidences May be in any form (e.g. invoice) that evidences 
transfer of ownership of the renewable fueltransfer of ownership of the renewable fuel

PTD includes:PTD includes:
–– Name and address of transferor and transferee.Name and address of transferor and transferee.
–– TransferorTransferor’’s and transferees and transferee’’s EPA company s EPA company 

registration numbers.registration numbers.
–– Volume of renewable fuel being transferred.Volume of renewable fuel being transferred.
–– Date of transfer.Date of transfer.
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Product Transfer Document (PTD)Product Transfer Document (PTD)

PTD also must document the transfer of PTD also must document the transfer of 
ownership of ownership of RINsRINs assigned to the fuel. assigned to the fuel. 
–– If RIN is transferred on the same PTDIf RIN is transferred on the same PTD

The The RINsRINs must be listed on the PTD.must be listed on the PTD.

–– If RIN is transferred on a separate PTDIf RIN is transferred on a separate PTD
The The ““Fuel PTDFuel PTD”” must state the number of gallonmust state the number of gallon--RINsRINs being being 
transferred and a reference to the transferred and a reference to the ““RIN PTDRIN PTD””..

The The ““RIN PTDRIN PTD”” must be transferred to the same party on the must be transferred to the same party on the 
same day as the same day as the ““Fuel PTDFuel PTD””..

–– If no assigned If no assigned RINsRINs are transferred, the PTD must state are transferred, the PTD must state 
““No No RINsRINs transferredtransferred””..
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Distribution of Distribution of RINsRINs with Renewable Fuelwith Renewable Fuel

For renewable fuel producers and importersFor renewable fuel producers and importers
–– Generate Generate RINsRINs to all the renewable fuel they produced to all the renewable fuel they produced 

or importedor imported

For parties that buy, sell, or handle renewable For parties that buy, sell, or handle renewable 
fuelsfuels

–– Any party is allowed to transfer a volume of renewable Any party is allowed to transfer a volume of renewable 
fuel without assigned fuel without assigned RINsRINs, , or withor with a different number a different number 
of assigned of assigned RINsRINs than were received with fuelthan were received with fuel

–– Assigned Assigned RINsRINs are completely fungibleare completely fungible
–– Subject to the endSubject to the end--ofof--quarter checkquarter check
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Separating RIN from Renewable FuelSeparating RIN from Renewable Fuel

Separated Separated RINsRINs are not required to transfer are not required to transfer 
with renewable fuel with renewable fuel 
K code is changed from 1 to 2K code is changed from 1 to 2
Parties that separate Parties that separate RINsRINs are:are:

–– Renewable fuel blenders upon blendingRenewable fuel blenders upon blending
–– Obligated parties upon ownershipObligated parties upon ownership
–– Exporters upon exportExporters upon export
–– Producers/importers if fuel is used in neat formProducers/importers if fuel is used in neat form
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Distribution of Separated Distribution of Separated RINsRINs

RINsRINs become freely transferable once become freely transferable once 
separated from renewable fuel separated from renewable fuel 
Obligated parties could acquire Obligated parties could acquire RINsRINs
through either: through either: 
–– Purchasing renewable fuel from any party Purchasing renewable fuel from any party 

with assigned with assigned RINsRINs
–– Purchasing unassigned Purchasing unassigned RINsRINs on the open on the open 

RIN marketRIN market
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UK RTFO Default Value UK RTFO Default Value 
Based Reporting SystemBased Reporting System
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What is the Renewable Transport What is the Renewable Transport 
Fuel Obligation?Fuel Obligation?

Apply to Apply to biofuelbiofuel
Renewable transportation fuel Renewable transportation fuel 
certificates (RTFC)certificates (RTFC)
Carbon accounting methodology/toolCarbon accounting methodology/tool
Evidence of land useEvidence of land use
BiofuelBiofuel sustainability reporting sustainability reporting 
Independent verificationIndependent verification
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Carbon and Sustainability ReportingCarbon and Sustainability Reporting
General batch informationGeneral batch information
–– Administrative batch numberAdministrative batch number
–– Volume of fuelVolume of fuel
–– Fuel typeFuel type
–– FeedstockFeedstock
–– Feedstock originFeedstock origin

Sustainability informationSustainability information
–– Environmental standardEnvironmental standard
–– Social standardSocial standard
–– Land use in November 2005Land use in November 2005

Carbon informationCarbon information
–– Carbon intensity (gCOCarbon intensity (gCO22e/MJ)e/MJ)
–– Impact of land use change (gCOImpact of land use change (gCO22e/MJ)e/MJ)
–– Accuracy levelAccuracy level
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Carbon Reporting Calculation Carbon Reporting Calculation 
MethodologyMethodology

Default values is the key Default values is the key 

44Actual dataActual data

33Selected defaultSelected default

22Feedstock & origin defaultFeedstock & origin default

11Feedstock defaultFeedstock default

00Fuel defaultFuel default

Accuracy ValueAccuracy ValueType of Default ValueType of Default Value
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A Combined Tracking and A Combined Tracking and 
Reporting System for LCFSReporting System for LCFS
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OverviewOverview

Apply RIN (with modification) as the Apply RIN (with modification) as the 
tracking tooltracking tool
Create a default value based reporting Create a default value based reporting 
systemsystem
–– Similar to that of UK RTFOSimilar to that of UK RTFO
–– Based on ARB WTW life cycle analysisBased on ARB WTW life cycle analysis
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Current Problems of Current Problems of RINsRINs

Fuel type, feedstock, and feedstock origin are Fuel type, feedstock, and feedstock origin are 
not explicitly indicated in the RINnot explicitly indicated in the RIN
–– The Equivalence Value can not determine a fuelThe Equivalence Value can not determine a fuel

–– Company & facility IDs may help, but no guaranteeCompany & facility IDs may help, but no guarantee

Any party is allowed to transfer fuel without Any party is allowed to transfer fuel without 
assigned assigned RINsRINs, or with, or with a different number of a different number of 
assigned assigned RINsRINs than were received with fuelthan were received with fuel
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Solutions to Make Solutions to Make RINsRINs Applicable Applicable 
to LCFSto LCFS

Only consider assigned Only consider assigned RINsRINs
Fuel, feedstock & origin issueFuel, feedstock & origin issue
–– Recommendation1: Add Recommendation1: Add ““FFSSOOFFSSOO”” 6 more digits to 6 more digits to 

RINRIN
FF = Fuel typeFF = Fuel type
SS = FeedstockSS = Feedstock
OO = Feedstock originOO = Feedstock origin

–– Recommendation2: Request these info to be reported Recommendation2: Request these info to be reported 
in PTDin PTD

FungibilityFungibility issueissue
–– Request the party who allocates Request the party who allocates different values of different values of 

assigned assigned RINsRINs to renewable fuel records the original to renewable fuel records the original 
RIN on PTD attached to the fuelRIN on PTD attached to the fuel
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Default Value Based Reporting SystemDefault Value Based Reporting System

Annual Report based on RIN recordsAnnual Report based on RIN records

A lookA look--up table consists of three level of up table consists of three level of 
default valuesdefault values
–– Fuel typeFuel type
–– FeedstockFeedstock
–– Feedstock originFeedstock origin

GHG defaults to be determined by LCFS Life GHG defaults to be determined by LCFS Life 
Cycle Analysis Working GroupCycle Analysis Working Group
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GHG Actual Data Calculation GHG Actual Data Calculation 
SpreadsheetsSpreadsheets

Based on ARB updated GREET modelBased on ARB updated GREET model
Flexible to different levels of proficienciesFlexible to different levels of proficiencies
Basically covers:Basically covers:
–– Crop Production StageCrop Production Stage
–– Drying & Storage StageDrying & Storage Stage
–– Feedstock Transport StageFeedstock Transport Stage
–– Conversion StageConversion Stage
–– Fuel Transport & Storage StageFuel Transport & Storage Stage

ARB will provide verification protocolsARB will provide verification protocols
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ExamplesExamples
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Examples of RIN GenerationExamples of RIN Generation
Example 1:Example 1:

Batch volume: 2000 gallons corn ethanol.Batch volume: 2000 gallons corn ethanol.
Equivalence value: 1.0.Equivalence value: 1.0.
GallonGallon--RINsRINs: 2000.: 2000.
BatchBatch--RIN: 1RIN: 1––20072007––12341234––1234512345––0000100001––1010––22––0000000100000001––00002000. 00002000. 

Example 2:Example 2:
Batch volume: 2000 gallons biodiesel.Batch volume: 2000 gallons biodiesel.
Equivalence value: 1.5.Equivalence value: 1.5.
GallonGallon--RINsRINs: 3000.: 3000.
BatchBatch--RIN: 1RIN: 1––20072007––12341234––1234512345––0000200002––1515––22––0000000100000001––00003000. 00003000. 

Example 3:Example 3:
Batch volume: 2000 gallons cellulosic ethanol.Batch volume: 2000 gallons cellulosic ethanol.
Equivalence value: 2.5. Equivalence value: 2.5. 
GallonGallon--RINsRINs: 5000. : 5000. 
BatchBatch--RIN: 1RIN: 1––20072007––12341234––1234512345––0000300003––2525–– 11––0000000100000001––00005000.00005000.
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Example of UK RTFO Monthly Example of UK RTFO Monthly 
ReportReport
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Examples of UK RTFO Default Value Examples of UK RTFO Default Value 
TablesTables

Level 0Level 0

Level 1Level 1
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Default Value Tables ContDefault Value Tables Cont’’

Level 2Level 2
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Stakeholder PresentationsStakeholder Presentations
BPBP

ValeroValero

Lawrence Livermore National Lab Lawrence Livermore National Lab 

OthersOthers
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Open DiscussionOpen Discussion
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Future MeetingsFuture Meetings
Dates/TimesDates/Times
–– Mon. 1/7/2008, 9:00amMon. 1/7/2008, 9:00am--5:00pm5:00pm
–– Wed. 2/13/2008, 9:00amWed. 2/13/2008, 9:00am--5:00pm5:00pm
–– Wed. 3/12/2008, 9:00amWed. 3/12/2008, 9:00am--5:00pm5:00pm

Tentative AgendaTentative Agenda
–– Incorporate Incorporate RINsRINs Compliance Mechanism into Compliance Mechanism into 

LCFSLCFS
–– Trading and Banking IssuesTrading and Banking Issues
–– Certification/Auditing ProcessCertification/Auditing Process
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For More InformationFor More Information

Contact us:Contact us:
Jing Yuan, Ph.D.Jing Yuan, Ph.D.
(916)322(916)322--8875; 8875; jyuan@arb.ca.govjyuan@arb.ca.gov

Visit our website at:Visit our website at:
http://http://www.arb.ca.gov/fuels/lcfs/lcfs.htmwww.arb.ca.gov/fuels/lcfs/lcfs.htm


